It has been my great pleasure to serve the last two years as your Region Director. Our Region is the smallest by land area of any of the 10, but we are about half way up the list on members, and we have just about the highest density of membership of anywhere on the planet. Our Region membership includes many in the policy world due to our proximity to Washington, many in the technical support of government and industry in the East, and a very solid industrial base in the West with focus on Power and other infrastructure activities and programs. Everyone in our four areas should be proud of the history and accomplishments of our 20+ Sections. Those of you that I DID get the chance to
On the down side, I came into the role of Director-Elect with an ambition to meet with every Section during my tenure, and in that sense, the nightmare that was the COVID pandemic, thwarted my objectives almost universally. Before I ever got to put on the Director pin, the world had already been shut down for 7 months. It was only this past summer that the majority of people in the US began again to travel and interact without masks and off of Zoom/WebEx/Teams/etc.

I sincerely hope that my elected successor has more of an opportunity to engage with you all and continue the growth and healing of IEEE over the next two years.

I hope to see many of you in the future,

Barry Tilton
2021-22 Region 2 Director
IEEE Region 2 Committee members that facilitate, orchestrate, and implement the IEEE R2 strategy for success: Officers: Barry Tilton (RD), Dr. Drew Lowery (RD-Elect), Philip Gonski (Treasurer), Neeta Basantkumar (Secretary), Area Chairs: Jim Beck (Central), Joseph Burns (East), Don Herres (South), Chang Liu (West), Committee Chairs: Marc Apter (Life Members, Parliamentarian), Steve Bonk (Educational Activities, IEEE-USA Policy), Joseph Burns (IEEE-USA K-12 STEM), Carole Carey (WIE), Gerard Christman (A&A), Joe Cioletti (Industry Relations), Tom Fagan (IEEE-USA Policy), Parviz Famouri (N&A), Dr. Bharat Rawal (RSAC), Anna Romaniuk (Employment & Career Activities), Matteo Sabattini (Technical Policy), Dr. Bhanu Sood (HAC), Ralph Sprang (Awards, MemDev), Xavier Smith (RSR)

Past RD’s (Wolfram Betterman, Kate Duncan, Timothy Kurzweg, Parviz Famouri, Ralph Ford)
Thanks to our phenomenal **Section Leaders** whom along with our Councils, Society Chapters, Affinity Groups, and Student Branch leaders are the engine behind IEEE R2’s success!

**Akron** Jim Dowey, James Wilson, Vernon Sproat, Richard Buchanan  
**Baltimore** Dilip Chalravarty, Nancy Landreville, John Orlando, Don Herres  
**Central Penn** Julio Urbana, Sawyer Campbell  
**Cincinnati** Bob Schindler, Sai Bonthu, Andrew Foerster, David Hernandez  
**Cleveland** Steven Galecki, Richard Beyerle, Max Scardelletti, Chris Hivnak  
**Columbus** Helen Winfrey, Paul Berger, Daniel Chionuma, Howard Jones  
**Dayton** Charles Cerny, Guru Subramanyam, Barbara Frantom, Felicia Harlow  
**Delaware Bay** Steve Steffel, Bill Hicks, Mike McCann, Don Dzedzy  
**Erie** Dr. Tajmilur Rahman, Joshua Nwokeji, Mahesh Maddumala, Ahmed Abu Hussein  
**Johnstown** "Ed" Brandau, John Sivec, Michael Ream, William Wieserman  
**Lehigh Valley** Richard Jessop, George Beam, David Thompson  
**Lima** Heath LeBlanc, Noah Graham, Ahmed Ammar, Khalid Al-Olimat  
**NOVA** Murty Polavarapu, Mike Olex, James Cross-Cole  
**Philadelphia** Emelio Salgueria, Chris Deitch, Dennis Silage, Elaine Viegas Paulino  
**Pittsburgh** Stephen Mozelewski, Jenna Price  
**SONJ** Clifford Kaelin, Peter D’Amico, James Ritchie, Matthew Paterson  
**Susquehanna** Harold Underwood, Dr. Kala Meah, Sangkook Lee, Joshua Benjestorf  
**Washington DC** Vijayanand Kowtha, Ayseguk Cuhadar, Steven Bezner, John Connell  
**West VA** Sanish Rai, Kenan Hatipoglu, Mingyu Lu, Michel Ouendeno  
**Youngstown** Jalal Jalali, Alexander Bonnette, Chitra Rajagopal
The launch of Artemis I marks the beginning of a new space age, echoing the excitement of the Apollo missions a half century ago. IEEE-USA policy associate Kayla Henneberry explores what this new endeavor represents.

Here are the top three ways you can take a step back and find ways for stronger communication in your professional life.

In the third volume of his series about upgrading your personal value, Dr. Terence Yeoh explains how having a personal vision, mission and means will enable you to tune your engine for the unique experiences that lie ahead. Free download for all IEEE members!
Creativity – Our Valuable Lifelong Skill – Vol. 3: Creativity Challenges

Author: Harry T. Roman

This book is the third in a three-volume series on creativity. It discusses how "polymathism" is critical to unleashing creative thinking.

IEEE-USA Financial Literacy Webinar Series

This series will explore a variety of topics including investing basics, insurance, healthy financial habits, as well as retirement. Register Today!

- Investing Basics: Five Steps to Building a Disciplined Investment Strategy, 11 January 2023 @ 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
- Insurance Concepts and Products: How to Secure Your Assets and Income, 8 February 2023 @ 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
- Starting Your Journey Towards Healthy Financial Habits, 8 March 2023 @ 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm


This compilation is the complete collection of IEEE-USA’s award-winning series of 24 individual narratives, written by successful women engineers and technologists.
IEEE & IEEE-USA Last Board Series of 2022 Memories

Jen Charnecky & Shira Schulman, IEEE MCE

Priscilla Amalraj, IEEE IT

Bob Becnel (R5 RD), Franco Maloberti (IEEE BoD), L. Miguel Silveira (IEEE CEDA), Amanda Osbourne (Conference Catalysts), Michael Wubbenhorst (IEEE TDEI), Davide Fabiani (IEEE DEIS), Brian Stewart (IEEE DEIS)

Gi-Joon Nam (TA - Council on EDA)

Zia Ahmed (R10), Joanne Wong (IEEE Entrepreneurship), Enrique Tejera (IEEE R9 RD), Simay Akar (TA CDI), Barry Tilton (IEEE R2 RD), Antonio Luque (IEEE R8 RD), Theresa Brunasso (IEEE R3 RD), Peter Nagy (Corporate Activities), Ewell Tan (IEEE Asia-Pac)

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
IEEE & IEEE-USA Last Board Series of 2022 Memories

Mr. Stephen Welby, IEEE ED/COO & Mr. Jose Moura, IEEE Past-President

Keith Moore, IEEE-USA President Elect

Tom Coughlin (IEEE President-Elect), Fred Bauer (IEEE Conferences), Nora Behmann, Fawzi Behmann (IEEE ComSoc Director NA), Paul Shulins (IEEE BTS), Ralph Hogan (IEEE BTS), Peter Clout (IEEE NPSS)

Ron Jensen, IEEE MGA, Vice Chair, Info Mgmt

Mark Davis (IEEE AESS), David Kunkee (IEEE GRSS), Jeff Suhling (IEEE EPS), Kitty Pearsall (IEEE EPS), Denise Manning (IEEE EPS), Walt Downing (IEEE Society and Council Review Committee)
IEEE & IEEE-USA Last Board Series of 2022 Memories

Ms. Ewell Tan, IEEE Eric Herz Award, Outstanding Staff Member Award

Luis Kun, IEEE President-Elect SSIT

Larry Bolcsh (Senior Director), Chelsey Colucci & Jon Gaughran, IEEE Finance & Administration

Eric Grigorian, IEEE R3 RD-Elect

IEEE R2 (Drew [RD-E], Rhonda [RVC], Barry [RD])

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
IEEE-USA Communications Team
Scott Tamashiro (Conferences), Dr. Rhonda Farrell (VP), Jason Hui (Awards & Recognition)

IEEE-USA Staff: David Iams (Career & Professional Activities), John Yaglenski (Communications & IT), Russell Harrison (Acting Managing Director & Government Relations), Dr. Rhonda Farrell (VP Communications & Public Awareness)

IEEE-USA Volunteer Leaders: Dr. Rhonda Farrell (VP Communications & Public Awareness), Brendan Godfrey (VP Career & Professional Services), Deb Cooper (IEEE-USA President), Peter Eckstein (VP Government Relations)

Bob Becnel (R5 RD), Timothy Lee (R6 RD), Tom Coughlin (IEEE President-Elect), Russell Harrison (IEEE-USA Managing Director & Government Relations)

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
IEEE & IEEE-USA Last Board Series of 2022 Memories

Matt Francis (IEEE R5 RD-Elect), Dr. Rhonda Farrell, Grayson Randall (IEEE TA), Kathy Hayashi (IEEE R6 RD-Elect)

Mary Ellen Randall (MOVE National Oversight Committee), Ed Palacio (IEEE-USA President-Elect)

IEEE-USA Gang Post Board Meeting Gathering

Mr. & Mrs. Behmann, Jo-Ellen Snyder, IEEE CIS

Welcoming in Sophia Muirhead as next IEEE ED and COO

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
IEEE & IEEE-USA Last Board Series of 2022 Memories

Recognizing Steve Welby as outgoing IEEE ED and COO

IEEE Executive Circle (Tom Coughlin, Sophia Muirhead, Ray Liu, Steve Welby, Saifur Rahman, Kathy Land

Ray Liu and Steve Welby, Recognition & Appreciation as ED & COO Service

Jackie Cheslow (Legal & Compliance), Mary Ward-Callan (IEEE TA)

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
The Central Area covers the following IEEE R2 Sections:

- Central Pennsylvania
- Erie
- Johnstown
- Pittsburgh
- West Virginia
- Susquehanna

Chair: James A. Beck

IEEE Pittsburgh Section

- IEEE HKN at CMU - Sigma Chapter Induction Ceremony (Content Contributor: Derya Tansel)

Nikhil Dinkar Joshi, Nikhil Arora, Claire Hu, and Albany Bloor

Group photo in no particular order: Nikhil Dinkar Joshi, Nikhil Arora, Claire Hu, Albany Bloor, Garcia Matachana Alberto, Tanay Asija, Balasubramanyam Evani, Chakradhar Guntuboina, Sirui Huang, David Ethan Hwang, Rahul Khandelwal, Harini Ramprasad, Akshay Revankar, Matthew Saenz, Agastya Sampath, Qiaoan Shen, Eshita Shrawan, Casper Wong, Jia Chen Xu, Shikhar Sharma, Mason Xiao

IEEE Pittsburgh Section

- 2022 Section Holiday Dinner Celebration

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieee2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
Central Area - Congratulations Senior Members

IEEE Central Pennsylvania
- Aida Ebrahimi
- Trent Jaeger
- Julio Urbina

IEEE Erie
- Hussein Abdeltawab

IEEE Pittsburgh
- Mai Abdelhakim
- Murat Akcakaya
- Mario Benitez Preciado
- Steven Chen
- Gianfranco Doretto
- Nicolas Duarte
- Sebastian Echeverria
- Swaroop Gajare
- Shivaprasad Hullinakatte
- Veerappa
- Terence Hunt
- Carlee Joe-Wong
- Claire Le Goues

IEEE Pittsburgh (cont'd)
- Anderson Nunes
- Rahul Panat
- Sam Procter
- Shyam Ramamurthy
- John Robert
- Scott Sinclair
- Brian Tureski
- Kevin Wissner
- Eileen Wrubel

IEEE Susquehanna
- Brian Linton

IEEE West Virginia
- Husnu Narman
- Wook-Sung Yoo

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
IEEE Philadelphia Section

The Awards Banquet was held Thursday, November 17 at Crowne Plaza Philadelphia – King of Prussia where we recognized those honored by the section for their contributions to the industry. And the WINNERS are:

Philadelphia Section Member
- Joseph Picone, PhD, Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Temple University
- Kate M McDevitt, IEEE Philadelphia Membership Chair, Women in Engineering Team Leader

Benjamin Franklin Key Award
- Ravikumar Pragada, Senior Director and Sr. Principal Engineer at InterDigital
- Michael Nispel, Senior Principal Engineer for Energy Storage with Comcast Cable’s Critical Infrastructure group

Corporate Technology Innovation Award
- Channel Logistics, LLC DBA Space-Eyes, LLC
- Exyn Technologies, Inc.

The East Area covers the following IEEE R2 Sections
- Philadelphia
- Southern New Jersey
- Lehigh Valley
- Delaware Bay

Chair: Joseph Burns

Delaware Valley Young Electrical Engineer of the Year Award
- Xun Jiao, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Villanova University
- Vidya Ganapati, Assistant Professor of Engineering, Swarthmore College

Delaware Valley Engineer of the Year Award
- Brandon S. Swartley, Vice President and Technical Director, STV Incorporated

Merrill Buckley Jr. Student Project Award
- AI-RISC for efficient processing of edge AI workloads – Recipient Vaibhav Verma

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
East Area - Congratulations Senior Leaders

IEEE Delaware Bay Section
- Ellen Barag
- Walter Gordon
- Tingyi Gu
- Mohammad Zahid
- Mohammadi
- Mukti Rana

IEEE Lehigh Valley Section
- Ajeya Anand
- Bharathram Nagaiah
- Rungun Nathan
- Joshua Stapp
- Nir Vaks

IEEE Philadelphia Section
- Elaine A. Viegas Paulino
- David Blew
- Jeremy Bossard
- Yuxin Chen
- Benjamin Cohen
- Vignaraj Gadvi
- Cherie Kagan

(Cont'd)
- Amy LaViers
- Yongjae Lee
- Diwakar Manna
- Nikolai Matni
- Dagman Niebur
- Arturo Nunez
- Shambhu Sarkar
- Robert Shemelely
- Dominic Siriani
- Eric Sudano
- Shreedhar
- Thimmegowda
- Matthew Ward
- Stanley Yavoroski
- Christopher Zarcone

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
The **South Area** covers the following IEEE R2 Sections

- Baltimore
- Northern Virginia
- Washington D.C.

Area Chair: **Don Herres**

### South Area Conferences

- **2023 IEEE Integrated STEM Education Conference (ISEC)**, 11 March 2023 | Laurel, Maryland, USA | Event Format: Hybrid (In-person and Virtual), Sponsors: Baltimore Section; IEEE Education Society; Princeton/Central Jersey Section; Region 01 - Northeastern USA; Region 02 - Eastern USA
- **2023 57th Annual Conference on Information Sciences and Systems (CISS)**, 22 - 24 March 2023 | Baltimore, Maryland, USA | Event Format: In-person, Sponsors: IEEE Information Theory Society; Johns Hopkins University - Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering

Latest **IEEE Northern VA Section Newsletter** here.

---

**Joint**

We are excited to share with you a new local IEEE award that was created this year by representatives of the Washington and Northern Virginia Sections. The award, to be given annually to an IEEE member in either Section, recognizes the life and legacy of **Dr. Saj Durrani**. Saj was a longtime member and Fellow of the IEEE. Many of you were fortunate to have known or to have met Saj at some time during your careers. He was collegial, modest in his ways and dedicated to excellence. He achieved recognition for his outstanding achievements in global and satellite communications. And Saj was seen to have had an even higher calling. It was the essence of his character. Saj was known for his mentoring and advising skills. He took time to promote diversity within the workplace. And he always maintained a vision for pursuing peaceful scientific initiatives. These tributes, of special quality, were all blended into the **Saj Durrani Technical Achievement Award**. Nominees with achievements in any area of communications are eligible for the Award. The nominee receiving this award will understand that it is given primarily for technical achievement, but it also carries evidence of the nominee having the same personal qualities that Saj himself displayed. For more information please contact Harry Sauberman, P.E., hsauberman@ieee.org.
South Area – Congratulations Senior Members

IEEE Baltimore Section
- Julie Borchers
- Kemal Davaslioglu
- James Decamp
- Matthew Gonzales
- Riadul Islam
- Manishaben Jaiswal
- Dong Hyun Jeong
- Naghmeh Karimi
- Nancy Landreville
- James Murdick
- Nicole Newmeyer
- Quang Nguyen
- Pamela Patton
- Elie Rosen
- Oluwaseun Shonubi
- Haibin Sun
- William Walton

IEEE Washington DC Section
- Gina Adam
- Mohamad Omar Al Kalaa
- Neal Becker
- Anirban Bhattacharjee
- Sean Brassard
- Matthew Burfeindt
- Wo Chang
- Reza Ghanadan
- Patrick Howard
- Rick Kindt
- Christopher Morris
- Mitch Narins
- Joseph Piff
- Tom Polchowski
- Sivarama Krishnan Rajaraman
- Atma Sahu
- Amir Shahirinia
- Erfan Soltanmohammadi
- Neeraj Varshney
- Peng Wei

IEEE Northern VA Section
- James Agniel
- Dexter Bellber
- Parag Chitnis
- Aristos Dimitriou
- Mona Ebrish
- Alan Hohn
- Dwipam Katariya
- Zigmond Leszczynski
- Scott Lis
- John Logan
- Anne Matsuura
- Koushaly Nareshkumar

Terita Norton
Tien Pham
Narendran Ramakrishnan
Rong Ran
Steven Ross
Kenneth Schmieder
Yue Wang
Ziyue Xu
Amirkoushshyar Ziabari

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
South Area - Supporting Our K-12 STEM & Cyber Initiatives

Girls, Youth, Minorities - MD STEM Festival Crew & Veterans Driving Awareness and Engagement at Anne Arundel Community College Hosted Girl STEMPowerment Event

Archie Marrapu (Founder STEMifyGirls), Phil Rogofsky (ED MDSTEMFest)

Dr. Judy Stavely, STEM Panelist & Shalanneh Smalls, NBCFAE

Dr. Rhonda Farrell (STEM Panelist), Archie Marrapu (Panel Moderator)

STEM Champions Catherine Sheehy (United Therapeutics), CaryLinda Serna (Faculty Biology, Women in STEM Workforce), Roma Brodecki (Shimadzu DE&I), Emonie Hall (Walter Reed Army Institute of Research and Science)

STEM Innovators - Marrapu Family (Sasi, Anissa, Archi, Sasi)

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
South Area - Supporting Our K-12 STEM & Cyber Initiatives

FEARLESS Team (John Foster, Tiffany Avery, Kendra, Aliyana, Amy Rogers)

Anne Arundel County Department of Public Works

STEM Educators - Dia Michels (Platypus Media), Cheryle Franceschi (Forest Her, Poreco Productions)

Kaylin Galindo (MDStemFest ED Assistant), Emalia Denoon (Girl Scouts Event Leader), Chaela Herr (Participant)

Institute of Marine and Environmental Technology

Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieee2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2
South Area - Supporting Our K-12 STEM & Cyber Initiatives

Jimmy (Mathnasium)

Coast Guard Representing STEM
Shayna Etheridge

Jeremy McPhearson and Team (Army National Guard)

MD STEM Fest & MICA Booths

MD Making History
South Area - Supporting Our K-12 STEM & Cyber Initiatives

Shareka Robinson (Founder She.Loves.STEM), Olivia Gibson (STEM Panelist, Student), Katrina Robinson (Morgan State University CEMSE, STEM Specialist)

Monica Hamilton
Booz Allen Hamilton

Girl Scout Cyber Leaders

STEM Career Panel (Archi Marrapu (Moderator), Dr. Rhonda Farrell (CSTGIA), Dr. Judy Staveley (Kalman & Co), Suzanne Johnson (NG), Cori Lathan (Inventing the Future Author)
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The **West Area** covers the following IEEE R2 Sections

- Akron
- Cincinnati
- Cleveland
- Columbus
- Dayton
- Lima
- Youngstown

**Area Chair:** Chang Liu

---

**IEEE Columbus Section**

The **IEEE Columbus Section** proudly celebrated its **100th Anniversary on Nov 16, 2022**, with a banquet held in the historic Columbus district. Members from technical societies, student chapters, and academia along with families, and friends celebrated the event and honor the many members and officers who paved the way for the Columbus Section to become a vibrant community of technical professionals.

Highlights of the event is the keynote address by one of IEEE’s celebrated speaker **Mr. Jim Watson**. Mr. Watson has delivered more than 2,225 presentations in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia to a total audience of over 110,000. This includes 75,000 students at 203 different universities.

Mr. Watson delivered a dynamic presentation about *“Our Past and Future Perspective”* with respect to technology. The vital role IEEE programs and initiatives helped shape and it's members major contributions in the technical, professional, and social advancement for humanity.

Columbus section is proud to receive the **2022 MGA Outstanding Medium Section Award**, and also retain the **Gold** rating for **Outstanding Section Membership Recruitment and Retention Performance** for four consecutive years. Technical societies and Affinity groups are actively conducting joint events with student sections to expand visibility and enhanced professional-student relations.

---

*Newsletter Editor: Dr. Rhonda Farrell, ieeeer2rvc@gmail.com, www.ieee.org/r2*
IEEE Cleveland Section

- IEEE Cleveland Section (Oscilloscope Workshop at CSU)

IEEE Dayton Section

- University of Dayton student Ms. Malia Harvey describing her tunable varactor research project to the Dayton Section Membership during the Fall Orientation at Sinclair Community College on October 20th.

- Dayton Section provides tutorial on Microelectronics and Microfabrication at Versailles HS to 103 students as part of Electron Device Society’s 75th Anniversary of the invention of the transistor.

IEEE PEAL Joint Chapter in Dayton, OH, recently held a successful IN-PERSON technical event on November 3, 2022, on the topic of “Arc Fault Technology”.

PEAL was formed in 2012 combining local talent from the Power and Energy Society (PES), Industry Applications Society (IAS), and the Power Electronics Society (PELS) into a joint IEEE chapter.

Dennis Grosjean is a Life Member of IEEE. During the meeting, we discussed the causes, effects, and remediation techniques of electric arcing with emphasis on the perspective of the aerospace and automotive industries. Dennis demonstrated many interesting high-speed videos of realistic scenarios. He also discussed the electrical discharges in air at pressures and temperatures corresponding to the range of altitude from sea level to 60,000 Ft. The event was very successful with 12 attendees, comprised of graduate students, faculty from University of Dayton, and engineers from the Air Force Research Laboratory. The IEEE PELS/IAS/PES joint chapter (PEAL) sponsored the meeting.
West Area - Congratulations Senior Members

IEEE Akron Section
- Matthew Casto
- Traci Hopkins
- Hossein Mirinejad

IEEE Cincinnati Section
- Honglu Jiang
- Ran Zhang

IEEE Cleveland Section
- Martin Dummermuth
- Lawrence Leinweber
- James Petroski
- Ron Ray
- Hanz Richter
- Satish Viswanath
- Chris Yuan
- Ye Zhu

IEEE Columbus Section (Cont'd)
- Bruce Marvin
- Praviraj P.G.
- Donald Williamson

IEEE Dayton Section
- Marc Abel
- Daniel Dault
- Richard Deckro
- Barath Narayanan
- Michael Ouziel
- Alexander Von Moll
- Chris Yakopcic

IEEE Youngstown Section
- Vamsi Borra
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IEEE Region 2 Congratulations Fellows

IEEE Lehigh Valley Section
- George Hanson
- Jeffrey Trinkle

IEEE NOVA Section
- Dale Mcmorrow
- Mr. William Chappell
- Dr. Christopher Rodenbeck
- Dr. Thomas Clancy
- Walter Cleaveland
- Dr. Paul Werbos
- Dr. John Snyder
- Peter Freeman

IEEE Philadelphia Section
- Mr. Jerald Nespor

IEEE Pittsburgh Section
- Prof. Anurag Srivastava
- Anita Carleton
- Prof. Soummya Kar

IEEE Susquehanna Section
- Nelson Sollenberger

IEEE Washington Section
- Tarek El-Ghazawi
- Mohammad Hajiaghayi
- Dr. Mark Stiles
- Dr. Carol Espy-Wilson
- Dr. Nada Golmie
- Dr. Bruce Danly
- Jerry Meyer
- Christopher Davis
- Prof. Curtis Menyuk
- John Melngailis

IEEE Baltimore Section
- Dr. Webert Montlouis
- Prof. Mohamed Younis

IEEE Central Pennsylvania
- Qing Wang
- Dr. Clive Randall
- Stephen Fonash
- Patrick Lenahan

IEEE Cincinnati Section
- Marc Cahay
- Mr. William Finley

IEEE Cleveland Section
- Philip Neudeck
- Dr. Dominique Durand

IEEE Columbus Section
- Professor Eric Fosler-Lussier
- Prof. Yingbin Liang
- Prof. Longya Xu
- Prof. Vadim Utkin
- Dr. Jeffrey Froyd

IEEE Dayton Section
- Dr. Robert Ewing
- Dr. Alan Garscadden

IEEE Delaware Bay Section
- Professor Cathy Wu
- Professor Leonard Cimini
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